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#SanathanaDharma

Dear Friends, a few points to share regarding the Varna Ashrama Dharma.

Vested interests take advantage of our lack of awareness of this particular Dharma

and project it as discriminatory.
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More often than not, our own people give defensive replies to the accusations.

For example, when someone says "Hinduism is the worst religion as it discriminates based on birth" many of us reply like

say "Isn't it there in faith Y?" or "It's based on profession" & such.
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Varnashrama Dharma cannot be interpreted in isolation i.e. one has to understand & accept (at least) what the following

mean to understand it in full:

1. Paramathma & Jivathma Thathvam

2. Karma-based Jananam, life events & Maranam

3. Narakam, Swargam & Moksham
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The primary purpose of everyone's birth is to get out of the cycle of birth-death so that we can eternally serve Bhagawan

and His Adiyaars.

Where has it ever been said that only Archakas & Yagnyopaveethadhaaris can get Gnanam & reach Moksham?? All are

most welcome!!
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Every Jivathma has been through loads & loads of janmas and has taken loads & loads of Karmic shareerams.

So, one being a Brahmana or Shudra in this birth doesn't mean anything. The same Jiva could've been a tree / animal in

previous birth or may become one in the next!!
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One becoming an Archakar or fighting for "Yagnyopaveetham rights" (?!!) will not automatically grant Gnanam or Moksham.

They're Karmic duties to be performed as a kainkaryam to Bhagawan. That's all. Doing our Swadharma with a sincere intent

will take us closer to Bhagawan.
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Bhagawan is working to transform us into Jivas worthy of Moksham, that's all.

Why would He discriminate against His own children?! It's such a stupid interpretation of Varnashrama Dharma.

Emperumaan can hardly wait for us to reach Him. He's the beneficiary when we reach Him!!
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What truly matters is how we cooperate with Bhagawan to acquire proper Sathva Gunam, Sathsangam, Gnanam,

Anushtanam & thereby Moksham. Everyone is eligible for all these - without exception.

No leftist / conversion agent will tell you this!
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We need to educate our people to not feel proud / ashamed of any Varna.

We're here for a huge, beautiful purpose and all are absolutely most welcome to pursue and attain it.

Kindly share these facts with people whom you know. ■
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